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W. Samuel Terry IV
Dr. Charles Wesley Froedge, a well-known Barren County physician of the Eighty Eight KY
area. See page 115 for details of his life and death.
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From the Editor
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for being with us this past year through
'Traces". For those of you who contributed information, it is much appreciated; I truly enjoy
receiving material on your families or articles that you think would be of interest to our readers!
Due to the computer problems we had this year in the printing of the membership rolls
and names being researched, this will not included in this issue. Next year, we will again be
publi^ng the entire membership list and names being researched in the winter issue.
Remember to renew your membership for 2004!
WHAT GLASGOW USED TO BE LIKE
These columns were written by the late and highly loved and respected historian Jimmy
Simmons for the Glasgow Republican. As we look towards the future, it is important that we
don't forget our past.
Glasgow (KY) Republican on 28 Sept 1967.
"This edition of the Glasgow Republican is my first attempt at writing a column since my
Civil War columns that appeared in this paper some years ago. I hope that this will be a
welcomed addition to readers, 1 plan to write a general historical column about Barren and
surrounding counties, and to print queries from time to time as an aid to those doing research in
this area.
"By way of introducing myself, my name is Mr. James Morris Simmons, I am a native of
Glasgow, having been bom here October 23, 1927. I sometimes think that I must have been bom
with an interest in history. My father was William Morris Simmons, who was also a native of this
county, having been bom on the farm where Flava Froedge now lives near 88. My mother was
Bertha Peden, who was bom near Boyd's Creek, both my parents spent their lives in or near
Glasgow, and my father will be remembered by many of the people on Route Four as their mail
carrier for more than thirty five years.
"I am a graduate of Glasgow High School, served for a time in the Field Artillery, my last
assignment being with Headquarters Battery, 15th Field Artillery Battalion, Second Infantry
Division. After my mihtary service, I attended Western where 1 received by B.A. Degree, since
then I have taught history in the public schools of Glasgow. Outside of my interest in history, my
only other claims to fame are my interest in scouting and the fact that 1 am related to about half
the people in Barren County. I am also proud to state that I am quite proud of the latter statement.
"Glasgow is changing so much that I thou^t that the reader might like to be reminded of
what this town was once like. First through the eyes of a boy growing up during the Depression,
and then through the eyes of Dr. Bob Grinstead, who will be remembered by our senior citizens
as an old man when they were younger.
"Begin on the L. C. Ellis comer and travel east. [Note: Comer of North Race and Main
Street - across from the courthouse] L. C. Ellis' Dmgs was there in those days, the next building
seemed to have changed hands often but do you remember the Shoe Hospital? Then the old Trigg
Bank (a victim of hard time); later the office of the Metropolitan Insurance Company. Then the
Trigg Theater; Saturday morning only a nickel in those days, but no candy unless you sneaked it
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in! Those were the days; Buck Jones, Tom Mix, Ken Maynard, and the three musketeers, John
MacBrown and Raymond Hatton leading the wagon train west, then the 1935 polio epidemic and
we couldn't go for weeks; how we fretted, worried about the fate of the train, but weeks and
chapters later we found out that the train had hardly moved!
"Folk's Store, some of our fine Jewish citizens. A grocery (Dickey's, 1 think), they still
had a delivery wagon! Then Newberry's, a fascinating place, with milk chocolate in huge lumps
that seemed to last forever. Kroger's, that left during World War II, Sisco-Shutt Furniture, Ely
Drug's (where the Shaker Cottage now stands). 1remember the white horse in the window! T. C.
Delvaux, 1 can see Mr. Delvaux behind the counter as if it were yesterday. On the comer a
restaurant, later Benards, and underneath a barber shop in later years operated by Tompie
Livesay.
"On the comer in the old Bank building, the original location of the A. & P. undemeath
Stovalls shoe repair, next Bill McQuowns'. Hamburgers five cents; chilli and soup ten cents a
bowl, beer on tap for the grownups. Did you ever eat one of Bill's hamburgers, with everything?
Keep on tiying McDonald and in a few more years you will have sold as many as he has. My
memory is vague about what was in the next building but it seems as if the Water Company was
next, then Goodman and Sons, buyers of hides, roots, nuts and what have you. F. R. Grinsteads
and Sons dealers in Groceries, the Plaza built in 1935. (he has crossed Green Street and aiming
towards Broadway, left side of the street). Do you remember the first movie there? "The Cats
Paw" with Harold Lloyd. Nuim Auto Supply then the store where Bob's Gun and Tackle is was in
the 1940's a furniture store. Lessenberry and Jones was in this block, and on the comer,
Goodman's Candy Company. Around the comer on Broadway was Brown's Ice Cream, run by
Gordon Brown, who was always the public spirited citizen, we could use a few more like him
today."
5 October 1967, Glasgow Republican
"Across Broadway where the Ashland Station now stands was an old building which
came right out to the sidewalk. It was a hotel or rooming house and was ratty old building, which
was bom down when 1 was quite small.
"There were no other businesses in this block, so we will cross the street to the parking
lot of the Star Discount Store where the Elliott Service Station was. Re-crossing Broadway
headed back toward the square there was a large fi"ame house with a foundation made of
limestone blocks. 1 don't recall any specific business in this building, but there was usually a
cream station in the basement. West of this house was an old building used as a transferring
company. I don't recall the name. This building had at one time housed the Methodist Church,
and my mother went there when she was a girl. The congregation later moved to the site of the
Church of Christ, and then to its present location.
"The next business was Richardson's Hardware and then Lerman Brothers, Gene Abel
was the first manager that I recall: buy a new suit and get a new necktie on the house.
"Back on the square the next store to Lerman's was McElroy's Dime Store, never quite
as popular as Newberry's with my fiiends. Next Clayton and Pedigo, Ed Pedigo, who later ran the
Buick Garage and Mr. Jim Claton. our Mayor. Mr. Clayton was the son of Ambrose Clayton, a
Confederate soldier. Mr. Clayton is still remembered by the writer for a kindness rendered to me
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when I was quite young. I can't recall what was in the building occupied by Ely Drugs before
they moved in. Next was the Farmer's Bank with its stately columns which now adorn die
memorial in the Glasgow Cemetery. Paul Holman, Sr., was the President, but was succeeded by
Mr. Boles. F. P. Williams was next with furniture upstairs and an undertaking parlor downstairs.
This was before the time of funeral homes, and corpses were embalmed and returned home until
die funeral.
"I vaguely remember a dry goods store. 1 don't recall the name, that was where the lower
part of the National Store now is. Leech and Davis Drugs operated by Winn Davis, a solid citizen,
who was also Mayor. Mr. Sam Green's Store was next, with the second floor a balcony. Joe
Meador worked here for years, and after Mr. Green retired moved to the National Stores. The
next building was occupied by various diy goods establishments in the early days, but I remember
most Houchens No. 1 which moved from the next block. Remember the salt mackerel and
potatoes that set out front? Cherry's Coffee Shop was one of the towns gathering places as was L.
C. Ellis' Drugs on the comer.
"The Citizen's Bank has been extended since those days; the back part once held St.
Charles Market. My memories of Green Street between Washington and Wayne are a little
scrambled, but here goes. After the bank and the K. U. Office; somewhere along there the Leech
boys operated an ice cream parlor one summer; Oh, the flavors they had. Bradford's Hardware
and then across the alley the first thing I recall was the O. K. Barber Shop.
'The next place was a restaurant; the earliest owner that I remember was Mr. Moon dien
it was Nuckol's. There was a bowling alley somewhere along there for a time; then there was the
8 Ball Pool Room. Poor "Rusty" Tomlin worked at the 8 Ball, he was one of the best natiu^ed
boys that 1ever knew; he died of "strep" throat. Mr. Houchen's had his market next, later Jimmy
Hinton had a grocery there. Where the Pontiac show room is Buddy Pedigo operated Gill
McQuown's No. 2, Pedigo's Garage on the comer.
"There were two businesses on Green Street between Wayne and College in those d^s,
one on each comer. Moran Motors and on the south comer. Hills Service; in between was the
Church of Christ which was right next to Moran's; then a house with a stone wall to hold back the
yard. I don't recall who lived iere, but when I was a paper boy on that street, I do remember that
the gentleman who lived there had oysters shipped in and would give me a quarter to deliver
them.
"Across from Hill's Service was the John Murray House "The Old Reb"; on the College
Street side there was a tree with a cannon ball in the fork, remember? The tree has long since
been cut down, and I don't know where the cannon ball went. Headed back to the square,
Dickinson's Buick Gar^e was on the next comer. How many times have you passed there and
seen William Reid Dickinson and Bob Ike Campbell? Across Wayne Street was 513; covered
over in those days. Of the businesses in that block I recall the Preston-Ropp Insurance Agency,
Mrs. U. W. Smith's Grocery, and "Doc" Christian Dmg Store. "Doc" Christian had the old
marble top tables and Coca-Cola chairs long after he closed his fountain."
12 October 1967, Glasgow Republican:
"Mr. H. W. Jolly had a store on the comer of Green and Washington; later moving to the
present location on Main Street. In those days he sold all manner of dry goods. Next a restaurant
and pool hall; the first owner that I recall was Poll Parrott; remember "Hard Times"? M. L.
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Drane, Jeweler. Mr. Drane, one of our senior citizens still amazingly active, he always seemed to
be coming to town on rainy school mornings and loaded his car with eveiy school bound child
plodding along in the rain; a 20th century good Samaritan. Then the Glasgow Republican edited
by William Heiuy Jones, Jr., ably assisted by his sisters. Miss Bell and Miss Annie, all whom
were more interested in publishing a good paper than making money; ifyour subscription ran out,
the paper never stopped; pay when you can! The paper suffered a fire, and their files were mostly
destroyed, but the tMng that saddened the children of the town was the death of the Jones' pet
monkey!
"After the Republican came Motor Electric, in the next building Mr. Parrott ran a
restaurant sometime before he ran the one down the street. Under the restaurant, Mr. Vaughan
had a barber shop; Mr. Higgason and Elvin Poynter are two of the barbers I recall. Where
Westem Auto now is was a whiskey store, but Glasgow was soon voted diy and Nunn and
Cassidy had an auto parts store there soon afterwards. The next store was a discoiuit house, which
didn't last long. Then came the Chamber of Commerce, presided over by Mr. Ed Kerley; the next
building was occupied by the O. K. Barber Shop owned by Mr. Foster; Dewey Steenbergen and
Tompie Livesay were barbers there. On the comer the Christian Church; Brother Alderson the
minister. The old post office; Herbert Branstetter, Postmaster, Clayton Simmons, assistant, and
Ben Rogers, Waldo Redman, Rondal Oliver and Peny Cof&nan were some of the clerks in those
days, [note - this is on the comer of North Race and West Washington where the Barren County
Board of Education is now.] Mr. Underwood and Reuben Gamett were city carriers, Mr.
Underwood was a popular favorite with the boys and girls; he was the only person tfiat I ever
knew who had a set of chains to wear on his shoes when the weather was bad. The rural carriers
were Mr. King, Morris Simmons (my father), "Suds" McFarland, Wilson Miller, O. C. Hall,
Elmore Hall and Leo Page. I almost forgot Clyde Breeding, one of the clerks.
"Where the service station now stands on the southwest comer was a pile of rubble; I do
not recall this building, but was told as a small boy that a drug store had bumed there. Going up
Washington you came to Milo Bigger'sShoe Repair Shop; then the Public Library (it cost $1.00
per year for membership.) Back on the square, traveling north, we came to the Westem Union,
next the Glasgow Times, edited by Joe Richardson. Mr. Richardson was a dandy, wearing stylish
clothes of the day; two toned shoes, bow ties, and sailor straw hats!
"Then Miller-Powell Insurance in the Spotswood Hotel building. Mr. Settle operated the
Hotel Barber Shop until his death; after than it was Furlong's until the shooting of Mr. Cook, one
of the barbers. The parking lot between the Uptowner and Montgomery's Restaurant had a board
fence in fi^ont of it in those days. Holmes' Restaurant, presided over by Miss Tish, and her
husband Dee; they had two sons. Dude and Roy. Roy will be long remembered, for his orchestra.
They are all gone now. The cafe was larger then, occupying both the present restaurant and the
site of Lee's Watch Shop. Palmore's Studio in the same spot for years. The comer building
changed hands so often that my memory is somewhat vague as to who was there when 1 first
remember. Around the comer was the Gas Company and there was a service station next door.
Mr. Lewis had a Product Market and K. Y. Boyd recapped tires. The Rock House was run by
Mister Chamberlain, who bought hides, etc.
"Across Main Street was the Farmer's Union, which went broke during the depression;
afterwards there was a barber shop and Houchen's Market in that building. Next door was the
Tobacco Warehouse; do you ronember the walkathon that was held there? The rest of the street
was either vacant or small businesses that often changed hands with few exceptions. Among these
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the Hoo-do Wagon, a restaurant on wheels. Next, J. C. Penney's, Cartwright's Grocery,
and on the comer a fruit market, where they sold big squares of bubble gum with a picture in
every pack.
"Therewas two-way traffic on the square in those days and angle parking all around. The
first andonlystop light was on thecomerof Main and Race. There were treeson the square and a
few hitching posts hadn't been taken down; on holidays the Boy Scouts put flags all around the
square, inside and out, to tfie sound of Jigger Aspley playing "To The Colors". The Courthouse
yard! The old benches of wood and steel. Two cannons, one a Civil War gun mounted on
concrete in the southwest comer, and the other a World War I Kmpp Cannon in the northwest
comer. What boy could leave town on a Saturday before he play^ on both? Both were war
casualties, victims of a World War II scrap drive. The old fountain in the northwest comer
covered over by the band pavilion. Can you remember the old Scotty and tibe 123rd Cavalry
Band?"
NEWS FROM THE SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY
CULTURAL CENTER
Recent activities at die South Central Kentucky Cultural Center include;
The Sassy Club from the YMCA met here on Wednesday, August27. LeaderEmmy Lou
Dickinson provided a delicious breakfast and then the group toured the Cultural Center with
Gayle Berry and Hack Bertram as guides.
Two World Civilization classes from Barren County High School toured the Center on
September 3"^. Todd Steenbergen isthe teacher.
43 first graders from Mrs. Francis' and Mrs. Lenhart's class at Eastern Elementary
School visited onSeptember 4*.
15 people attended aQuilter's Workshop in the Community Room on September 6^.
One ofJanet Reed's History classes from Western Kentucky University toured the Center
on September 8*^. They were shown many sources for researching papers due inthe class.
The Barren County 2004 Leadership Class and Leaders of the Future were introduced at
the Cultural Center on Septembw 8^.
A good crowd attended both nights of die Genealogy Workshop conducted by Mark
Lowe on September 11^** and 112'''. Thanks to Joy Lyons, Wayne Davis, Kay Harbison and Mary
Jones for hosting die event.
Approximately 13 members of the Scottsville Chapter of DAR toured the Center on
September IS'*'.
Both the Audubon and Barren River Chapters of the Kentucky Association of
Professional Surveyors met for their September meeting on the 16*^. This group has designated
the Cultural Centeras the officialdisplaysite and repository for State Line Monument $38. The
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1858 limestone monument was found dislodged from the original position set approximately 12
years ago by a joint committee of KAPS andTAPS. We lookforward to acquiring this rare find.
The Kentucky Heritage Council Review Board held their meeting on September 19"*.
Visitors from all over the state, as well as local folk were in attendance. Thanks to Dr. Rhonda
Riherd Troutman for hosting the event.
The Glasgow Kiwanis Club held their banquet in the Cultural Center on September 25*''.
Members and their guests were given a tour before the dinner.
Todd Steenbergen brought two more ofhis classes for tours on October 13^.
The Glasgow-Barren County Junior Guard, under the direction ofthe 623"* unit toured on
October 21=".
Five of Bonita Phelps' Spanish 101 classes from Western toured the Cultural Center on
October 22"^ and 23^*'.
On October 25* the 5*^ Annual Book Fairwasheld at the Center and wasa greatsuccess.
The weather was beautiful and visitors came from all over. One family drove from Delaware and
there were guests from OH, TN, IN and all over Kentucky. Area historical societies participated,
along with family publishers including; South Central KY Historical and Genealogical Society;
Allen County represented by Martha Jackson; Cumberland County, represented by Laura Butler
and Joyce Stover; Green County represented by Barbara Wright and Mary Bishop; Metcalfe
County represented by Kaye Harbison; Mercer County represented by Mary Bishop; Simpson
County represented by Gayla Coates; Norman Wamell from Edmonson County, L. E. Calhoun of
Barren County and Gorin Genealogical Publishing. The fair was well attended, with more in
attendance this year than in previous years! Guests were able to tour the Museum of the Barrens
while there and listened to ghost tales from the area.
Approximately 43 third graders in Mrs. Tammy Hampton and Mrs. Tammy Jones' class
from Hiseville Elementary were here on October 27*.
The Kentucky Historical Junior Historical Society held their regional rally at the Center
on October 28'̂ . The 60 members were divided into three groups for tours. Former Glasgow
Mayor Charles Honeycutt conducted the tour of Fort Williams. Kay Harbison presented a
program on Native Americans and Hack Bertram and Gayle Berry presented the tour of the
Center. Thanks to Carrie Dowdy for bringing this group to visit.
30*^.
The Beta Club of the Wisdom Faith Christian Academy toured the Center on October
Pioneer Day was held at South Green Elementary School on November 3 '̂'. As part of the
activities, the 3"^, 4*^ and S*** grades toured the Cultural Center. Approximately 240 students were
introduced to pioneer life by Hack Bertram, Murlene Walker, Mike Atkinson, Selma Mayfield
and Nancy Bush. Tambra Cambron led the group in music of the period and Sharon Clouse
shared with one room school life. A very busy day at the Cultural Center! Thanks to all who
helped.
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Regular activities at the Cultural Center include The Quilting Friends - 2"^ Tuesd^ of
each month; The Barren County Medical Association - 3"^ Tuesday of each month and the South
Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society - 4**' Thursday ofeach month.
Recent donations and loans to the Museum of the Barrens include:
Chicken brooder, thermometer and scalding pan by the Edwards Family.
An 1890's Doctor's buggy with accessories by Gordon Kelsey.
Bed and dresser from the Renaissance Revival Period (1855-1880) by Jake Dickinson.
Several pictures by Jess Raybum.
Church Minutes by James Richey.
Peanut dispensing machine and pretzel tin by Bill and Linda Luster.
1950-51 agriculturalyearbook of Park City by Woody Gardner.
Blacksmith shop by Billy Carter.
School lunch pail by Jim Nelson.
Brass padlock and key from Civil War era by Jim Atwell.
Work is progressing on the Medical exhibit on the second floor Town Square. Thanks to
Dr. and Mrs. Paul York, Jr., for assisting the Exhibit committee on this project.
Thanks to the following volunteers: Mary Jones, Amber Hunt, Jo Perkins, Marcia
Perkins, Hack Bertram, Murlene Walker, Mike Atkinson, Selma Mayfield, Nancy Bush and
board members who help us.
Names being researched recently include: Conyers, Thacker, Hiimian, Jenkins,
Demonbrum, Ferrell, Sanders, Coats, Dowdy, Duke, Rigsby, Kinslow, Smith, Brooks, Matthews,
Soards, Miller, Bacon, Tinsley, Hammett, Isbell, Colvin, Simpson, Thomason, Carter, Hudspeth,
Isenberg, Wilkinson, Hensley, Richardson, Edwards, Shirley, Jolly, Jones, Middleton,
Templeman, Gibson, Williams, Reed, Shipman, Beauchamp, Shrader, Kindred, Reynolds, Bird,
Payne, Elmore, Steenbergen, Carver, Nuckols, Mayfield, Suder, Seuder, Gist, Mason, Freeland,
Kerr, Drane, Rei4 Henry, Ward, Huckaby, Bridges, Jameson, Murphy, Winters, Hammer,
Hestand, Hogg, Wisdom, Roller, Lewis, Dowell, Hubbard, Hulsey, Bowles, Shirley, Wilbom,
Teague, Peden, Hall, Gentry, Pace and Davis.
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SUMMER 1891 - FURIOUS FLAMES!
Contributed by Juanita Bardin from the Barren County Progress, Volume 55, Number 34, 1991.
FROM THE PAST. "A Good Portion of the Town Quickly In Ashes. The largest and
most disastrous fire that ever happened in Glasgow occurred here Friday morning. Flames were
discovered around 3:30 o'clock that morning issuing from a frame building on the west side of
Green street, the lower part of which was occupied by William Wood's saddlery shop and the
upper story by the Union, a Farmers' Alliance newspaper recently started here. The building was
a frame, and soon, together with the grocery store next door, was a mass of flames.
"An alarm was raised as soon as the fire was discovered, and in a shot nearly every one in
town was at the scene. There was a strong wind blowing directly from the south, which carried
the flames into the rear of Morris & Co.'s large dry goods and clothing house, on the southeast
comer of Green and Washington streets, setting that building on fire, after which the fire got
utterly beyond all control on account of the limited means at hand to fight it.
'The flames spread r^idly, and next attacked Boles' hall, the property of E. Morris, and
in succession the post office, Ganter House, owned by ? and E. Morris' handsome residence,
situated in the middle of the square, on Washington street. In less than an hour from the time the
fire was first discovered, one of the handsomest blocks of buildings in Glasgow was totally in
ruins. At one time the whole business portion of the town was threatened, and a heroic fight was
made to save the endangered buildings. Between Mr. Morris' residence and the Riggs Hotel, on
the comer of Washington and Race streets, there was a flower garden, and it is due to this fact
that this hotel escaped. It was on fire in different places several times, but was saved by covering
the exposed portions of the roof with blankets and keeping them saturated with water. Had this
house gone the entire west side of the square would, in all probability, have been destroyed also.
The court-house, too, caught fire several times from flying sparks and embers, and it was saved
by a hard effort.
"Across Green street from Morris and Co.'s store the large plate-glass windows were
broken by the intense heart in both Christmas and Son's grocery store and Ed Ganter's jewelry
house, while O. C. Pace's grocery, the Odd Fellows' handsome new building and the Times
office were badly scorched, and were preserved only after a most strenuous fight. Morris and Co.
are the heaviest losers, their loss aggregating about $50,000. E. Morris' dwelling is also a total
loss, amounting to $4,500.
"J. L. Bryan loses about $2,000 with no insurance and H. C. Trigg, four frame buildings
at about $1,000 with no insurance. The other losses are about as severe.
"Ward Long, grocery, $?, insurance $500; William Wood, saddlery $500, insurance
$200; F. Morris, $500, no insurance; John Dillon, shoe shop, $1000, no insurance; John Bullock,
fiiiits and confections, $100, covered by insurance; Tubbs & Davidson, produce merchant, $100,
? Ganter, $250, no insurance.
The Odd Fellows building was damaged to the extent of about $500, the Times office
about $300, O. C. Pace, $100, and Christmas & Sons about $150, all fiilly covered by insurance.
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"The post-office fixtures and some of Ae outgoing mail, was also destroyed with Uie
building in which the office is situated. The Union, the Farmers' Alliance organ here, was
destroyed, loss not known.
"Just how die fire originated is a mystery, and it is yet uncertain whether it started in the
newspaper office or the shop underneath.
'The fire is probably ihe most disastrous in the history of the town.
"Where They Are. BaldufT, the shoemaker, has taken his tools to his residence, and will
probably open a shop there.
"Mr. Dillon is as yet undecided where he will open up.
"Wood Long and Mr. Wm. Wood will open up at the same old sands [sic] just as soon as
Mr. Trigg can build houses for diem.
"Mr. Morris is absent in A^eville, N. C., and ofcourse nobody knows what he will do.
"The post office is for the present at least, in the Jewell building, next door to Locke's. It
is not known where it will be permanently locates [sic).
"Where the post office is, there will be John Bullock also.
"Dr. Ganter has already opened up in the Terry old boarding house, comer of Main and
Cross Streets.
"The Singer Sewing Machine Company have their office in Shobe's confectionary."
In The Beginning - A New Town
"Ordered that the place for erecting the publick buildings for the County be on the
land of John Gorin, the Justices of the court of Quarter Sessions having concured with
the County Court n their opinion and that 150 acres of land be appropriated to the use of
the said Town and that it be established agreeable to an Act of Assembly initiated on at
Concerning the Establishing of Town, &c." (Banen County, Kentucky Order Book 1)
A HOUSE IS BUILT •
HISTORY OF DICKINSON-GREER HOUSE AND LOT
Contributed by Henry Dickinson, Glasgow, KY.
As an incentive for the founding of a town to be called Glasgow, Kentucky, John
Gorin, of the first settlers in Barren County, donated 150 acres of his land grant to the
Trustees of the Town of Glasgow in 1799. The lot upon which the Dickinson-Greer home
is located is a part of this 150 acre tract which also includes the Courthouse Square.
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The first recorded deed for this lot (lot 61 on the original town plat of 150 aces) is
dated October 31, 1801, and is recorded in Deed Book B, page 16. The grantors in this
deed were Daniel Curd, William Welch, John Cole and John Matthews, 4 of the then 7
Trustees of the town of Glasgow. The grantee in this first deed was Isaac Robertson
(also a town Trustee) and the stated consideration was $6.50 for this one lot (lot 61),
upon which the Dickinson-Greer house was subsequently built.
Financial difficulties later befell
Isaac Robertson, for in 1805, James
Hall. Deputy Sheriff, acting for Andrew
Walker, Sheriff of Barren County, ex
ecuted a deed to Thomas Mayfield
conveying lot 61. This deed was made
pursuant to an Execution from the
Court of Quarterly Sessions to satisfy
a debt owed by Robertson to Jacob
Crow. This deed is recorded in Deed
Book B, page 70, and reflects a consid
eration of $5.25. for this one lot.
On December 19,1808, Thomas
Mayfield sold this lot to Samuel Jordan
for a consideration of $50.00 and this
deed is recorded Deed Book B, page
221. Mr. Jordan owned this lot until 6
March 1823. It is certain that the
Dickinson-Greer house was built on this lot sometime between the years 1808 and 1823.
According to the book. Barren County Heritage, published in 1980, it is stated that the
Dickinson-Green house "is said to have been built in the early 1820's ... by Samuel
Jordan, who was jailer for many years and a master bricklayer."
On March 6, 1823, Mr. Jordan deeded this house and lot to William T. Bush (See
Deed book J, page 71b) and then just a few days later on March 27, 1823, William T.
Bush deeded this property to Willis A. Bush and this deed (See Deed Book I, page 523),
contained the language "including the brick building known as Sam Jordan's."
Then in January 1824, Willis A. Bush deeded the house "now occupied by Willis
A. Bush" to Stephen Trigg Logan (see Deed Book J, page 356). Stephen Trigg Logan
was an attorney and later moved to Springfield, Illinois, and there became a law partner
of Abraham Lincoln. In 1826 Mr. Logan deeded the property back to Willis A. Bush for a
stated consideration which included "Bush's assumption of a debt owed by Logan to
Henry Crutcher for a certain quantity of whiskey." (see Deed Book K, page 376).
On September 14, 1831, Willis A. Bush deeded this property to Joseph Eubanks,
Jr. (see Deed Book M, page 236) and less than a year later Eubanks, on August 10,
1832, deeded this house and lot to Thomas Childes Dickinson for a stated consideration
of $500.00. (see Deed Book M, page 298). At the time of this purchase, Thomas Childes
• •'SX I
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Dickinson was marriedto Francis S. Hail, daughter of Michael Hall. They had married on
October 28, 1830, and had two children, Louisa Jane Dickinson, bom October 2, 1831,
and Michael Hall Dickinson, bom May 24,1834.
Thomas Childes Dickinson's first wife died in 1843, and on August 22, 1844 he
married Martha Virginia Day, daughterof William Day, and they had sixchildren, alt bom
in the Dickinson-Greer house; William, bom in 18345, Mary Ann, bom in 1848; Lillie,
born in 1852; Saphia, bom in 1856; Thomas, also known as Jack, bom in 1858; and
Carrie, bom in 1861.
In 1861, just afterthe beginning ofthe Civil War, a story has been told by William
Day Dickinson, son of William Dickinson and grandson of Thomas Childes Dickinson, in
his memoirs, conceming the household of Thomas Childes Dickinson which is as
follows: William Dickinson, the oldest son of Thomas Childes Dickinson and Martha
Virginia Day, and when but 16 years of age, jumped out of the second story window of
the Dickinson-Greer home to run away at night to join the Confederate Army. Although
his father, Thomas Childes Dickinson owned slaves, and bought and sold them like
everyone else hereabouts, he did not believe is secession. However his wife, Martha
Virginia Day and his daughters were red-hot secessionists and favored war to the extent
they assisted William in jumping out the window by throwing a bundle of clothing out
after him one dark night. William and a party of young men from the neighborhood made
their way to Cave City to joining a company of soldiers under the command of Captain
D. E. McKendree.
Thomas Childes Dickinson died in his home on June 28, 1885, at the age of 78,
and his will is recorded in Will Book 5, page 222. His will provided that his homestead
should belong to his three unmarried daughters (Mary Ann, Sophia and Carrie) until
such time as each of them had married, but that after their marriage his homestead
should be sold and the proceeds to be divided equally between his children. Accordingly,
his house and lot was sold at public auction on December 29, 1887, and the purchaser
was his daughter Lillie Dickinson Delvaux and her husband John B. Delvaux. See Deed
Book 24, page 96.
Lillie D. Delvaux occupied the Dickinson-Greer house until her death in 1924, her
husband, John B. Delvaux having predeceased her in 1940. See John B. Delvaux's will
in Will Book 6, page 59 and Lillie D. Delvaux's will in Will Book 7, page 114.
At Lillie's death in 1924, the Dickinson-Greer house descended to the two
children of Lillie and John B. Detvaux, these two children being T. C. Delvaux (Thomas
Childes) and Jeanne Dickinson Greer, wife of Paul Greer. Delvaux then deeded his >4
interest in the home to his sister. See Deed Book 80, page 654. Jeanne D. Greer and
her husband Paul then occupied the home until Jeanne's death In 1965. Upon Jeanne's
death, the Dickinson-Greer house became the property of Paul Greer, her husband, and
Delvaux Dickinson Greer, her only son. See Will Book 11, page 635.
Jeanne's husband Paul and her son Delvaux D. Greer occupied the home until
Paul Greer's death in 1968, after which the Dickinson-Greer house became the sole
property of Delvaux Dickinson Greer. See Paul's Affidavit of Descent in Deed Book 212,
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page 211. Delvaux Dickinson Greer then occupied the Dickinson-Greer house until his
death in 1998.
After the death of Delvaux Dickinson Greer, the house descended by his will (see
Will Book 18, page 628), to Jeanne Delvaux King and T. C. Delvaux, Jr., the two children
of T. C. Delvaux and to Jerry P. Greer and Deane Smith, heirs of Paul Greer. Shortly
thereafter, these new owners sold the Dickinson-Greer home and lot to A. F. Crow &
Son Funeral Home and after retaining a portion of the property for additional parking
space, the site of the Dickinson-Greer Home and side yard were conveyed to A. F. Crow
& Son to the City of Glasgow, by Deed of Gift, for the purpose of preserving one of the
oldest brick homes in Glasgow.
The Dickinson-Greer house has a history dating back to the early 1820's and it is
remarkable that the house was owned and occupied by the same family from 1832 until
1998, a period of 166 years.
The House Still Stands
Contributed by Benny Dickinson, Glasgow, KY
The Dickinson-Greer home has been turned over to the Renaissance/Main Street
Glasgow committee by the City of Glasgow to oversee and accomplish the renovation of
the home. To date $36,000 in funds and in-time has been spent to clean up the property,
stabilize the foundation and repair the roof to stem further deterioration of the home
while additional funding for total renovation is sought.
The Renaissance/Main Street Glasgow Committee has applied to the
Commonwealth of Kentucky for a major renovation grant and expects a decision by the
State in the near future. If the grant is awarded, major renovation shall include a new
metal roof, chimneys and complete renovation of the interior with period furniture.
Although plans are not final, the Committee will use the home for office space and public
meeting facilities.
TRAGEDYSTRIKES
Many times when we note the death of our ancestors, we have no idea of what caused
their demise. The obituaries below indicate that many suffered from unusual deaths.
"Mr. Schuyler Steffey
Mr. Steffey died at his home in the Beckton country last Saturd^, at the age of 84 years
from the effects of an attack from a ram four days before. Mr. Steffey, who was very feeble, was
passing through the field when the sheep attacked him, and not only butted him on the knee,
throwing him to the ground, but continued to butt him repeatedly, until he was terribly bruised
almost all over, resulting in his death. Mr. Steffey is survived by his wife, the second, who was
Miss Eva Furlong, to whom he was married 26 years ago. He also leaves one sister, Mrs. Tom
Bowles of Indiana. The well known Steffey businessmen of that section are nephews. "Mr.
Steffey was a member of the Baptist Church, and was a most excellent business man during his
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active years. The burial was in the family burying ground after funeral services Sunday at Beech
Grove, by Rev. Irwin and Mr. A. E. Minick." (Unknown Glasgow KY newspaper, from files of
the late Eva Coe Peden.) Beech Grove Baptist Church Cemetery, Schuyler R. StefTey 1 Nov 1843
-12 May 1928
"Popular Young Lady Dies In California
Miss Willa Smith of this city, ninth child and youngest daughter of Judge and Mrs. W.S.
Smith, died in the hospital in Riverside, Calif, just before noon July 4th of infantile paralysis
within a few hours after being stricken. She left here June 23rd with Mr. and Mrs. Roger C.
Wilson and their little four year old son, Roger, Jr., to visit their home in Riverside, Calif, and
the home of her brother, Mr.Moulton B. Smith in Los Angeles. She arrived in California, June
26th, happy and well and remained so up to the night of July 3rd. At 7 o'clock on that night she
ate a hearty supper with the Wilson family (Mrs. Wilson was her sister, formerly Miss Beatrice
Smith), and her brother, Mr. Moulton Smith. After supper she undressed and put to bed her little
nephew and then accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Wilson on a three block walk to an ice cream parlor
where she ate an ice cream. In returning to the Wilson home she suddenly exclaimed that [she]
was unable to walk. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson holding each of her arms aided her the remaining half
block to the home. She then lay on a sofa reading and talking until about 10 o'clock when she
asked her sister for a grape-juice which she drank. She complained of no pain but said that her
lower limbs seemed "asleep" and asked her sister to rub them with alcohol. While this was being
done she went to sleep and Mrs. Wilson thought it best to make her comfortable until morning on
the sofa. Mrs. Wilson repeatedly went to her room during the night but each time found her
sleeping. Shortly after 7 Mrs. Wilson carried her a breakfast tray and found her awake but
helpless. Mrs. Wilson called the family doctor who told them to remove the child from his aunt's
side and then resorted to artificial respiration, to which she responded sufficient to be carried by
ambulance to the hospital accompanied by the doctor and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson. Then she was
placed in an oxygen tent when she died in less than [an] hour at noon on July 4th. At his home
late the afternoon of the 4th Judge Smith sat reading to his wife and grandson a charming letter
from Willa describing an automobile trip that she had just had with the Wilson family and her
brother, Moulton, to San Diego, when the following shocking telegram was handed him;
"Riverside, Calif, July 4th, 1935. Judge W. S. Smith, Glasgow, Ky., Willa died noon today of
infantile paralysis in the hospital here. Wire instructions. Roger C. Wilson." Knowing that the law
would not allow his daughter's body to be shipped home now Judge Smith wired Mr. Wilson and
also his son, Moulton at Los Angeles to place body in vault if possible, if not possible to place in
vault to buy lot and bury. The authorities would not allow the body placed in a vault, but did
allow burial in the cemetery with only Moulton, Mr. Wilson and two young men who volunteered
their services present. Judge Smith hopes to get permission this winter to remove the body to St.
Louis where another daughter is buried. The Wilson home with Mrs. Wilson and her baby in it, is
quarantined and will remain so 14 days under the law. Moulton and Mr. Wilson and two young
men above mentioned above are all under quarantine away from Mr. Wilson's home. A beautiful
memorial service was held at the Methodist Church here, Sunday following the sermon, by the
yoxmg people with whom she had been associated and a beautiful floral offering was presented
tiie parents by that body. She is survived by her parents. Judge and Mrs. W. S. Smith, two sisters,
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds, Cave City, and Mrs. R. C. Wilson, Riverside, Calif; five brothers, Marshall
K. Smith, Boston, Mass. Russel K. Smith and Milton C. Smith, Glasgow; Moulton B. Smith, Los
Angeles, Cal., and Sumner M. Smith, Frederick, Maryland." Unknown Glasgow (KY) newsp^>er,
ca July 1935, found in old scr^book of the late Eva Coe Peden.
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"A Distressing Accident
occurred on Peter's Creek, in the southern portion of the county, last Monday. Henry
Borders and his son, Porter Borders, cut down a tree. In someway they got in the way of the
falling tree, and it fell upon them, killing the father instandy. Young Borders' neck was caught in
the fork of a limb, and he called to a youngerbrother, who was near, to cut the limb off as it was
choking him to death. The youth commenced cutting thelimb when thetree, which had caught on
some obstruction and failed to fall entirely to the ground, fell and choked Porter Borders to
death." (Glasgow (KY) Weekly Times, 27 Aug 1874.)
Death from Burning.
Eleven o'clock Monday night the cry of fire was heard in the basement of the frame
building recently occupied by W. C. Reid, on the comer of Main and Race streets, and in a few
seconds Liz Denton, a colored woman of very unenviable notoriety was seen issuing from the
building covered with flames. She ran to the street and was seized, and after a struggle the fire
was extinguished, not however until she had been so seriously burned as to render recovery
wholly impossible. She was carried to her room and medical aid summoned, but without avail, as
she lingered in almost entire unconsciousness until the day following at noon, when death
terminated the struggle. Some colored people near by say Liz was boisterously drunk, and the
origin of the fire will probably forever remain a mystery.
Paper not dated. Glasgow (KY) Weekly Times)
"Miss Fannie Chaney,
daughter of Mr. Frank Chaney, who lives on the edge of Barren and Metcalfe, near Three
Springs, met with a sad death, Monday night of lastweek. Miss Chaney was lying in bed upstairs
asleep, when the joist above her suddenly gave away, falling across her and mangling her
dreadfully. She di^ Tuesday night ofher injuries. She was about fifteen years ofage, and a most
excellent young lady, and her tragic death is sincerely mourned by a large circle of friends."
(Unable to locate. Glasgow (KY) Weekly Times, 10 June 1896)
"A Little Son,
about twoyears old, of Mr. William T. Evans, of our town, lost its life last Friday night in
a very sad manner. A pot of boiling soap [soup?] was left on the fire and while Mrs. Evans was
absent, the nurse in some careless manner let the child overturn the boiling mass scaling itself so
badly as to produce death in eight to ten hours. The bereaved parents have the sympathy of the
entire community in the sad affliction." Glasgow Municipal Cemetery Wm. Francis Evans 20
Aug 1872 - 21 Mar 1874. Son of W T and L A Evans
"A little four year old boy,
son of Mr. Mark King, died a few years ago aftera short, painful illness. It was rumored
that he had eaten prickly pears which caused his death. His throat was inflamed, but as his mouth
was not sore it is thought that he did not eat any although he handled the prickly pear, causing his
hands to be much swollen. The disease that he died of is thought to be dipAeria." (Unable to
locate)
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"A Sad Death.
Charlie Butler the bright and handsome little ten-year of Mr. C. T. Butler, manager of the
electriclight plant,died underpeculiarcircumstances last Sunday morning. Sometime before, the
little fellow went fishing, and accidentally stepped on a cat fish which he had caught. The fish cut
his foot with its fin, and from this apparently trifling injury he sickened and finally died of blood
poisoning. The little fellow was an exceedingly bright, handsome and manly boy, and had already
taken two medals in school. The parents have the sympathy of the entire community in their
sorrow and affliction." Glasgow Municipal Cemetery Charlie A. Buder 17 July 1866 - 15 Aug
1896. Son of Chas. and Alice L. Butler
"Mr. George R. Smitti Dead.
Mr. George R. Smith, died in Louisville last Saturday evening at 6 o'clock. Mr. Smith
had been ill for about ten days with appendicitis, and on last Friday was taken to Louisville for
treatment. It was at once determined, after his arrival there, that his sole chance for recovery was
for an operation to be performed. He was operatedupon Friday evening, and appeared to be doing
reasonably well up to about Saturday, at noon, when he suddenly sank and never rallied until
death came. Owing to the desperate nature of his illness before he left home, his death was not in
the nature of a surprise. Mr. Smith was the son of Judge Noah Smith, a former well-known
lawyer of Glasgow. Himself a lawyer, his mind was more fondness for journalism that for law.
[sic]. He was at different times editor of the GLASGOW TIMES, and for several years was also
editor and proprietor of the Macon (Miss) Sun. Associated with him on the latter now of
Washington, D C. For a good many years past, however, Mr. Smith had abandoned both law and
journalism, and was engaged in the [missing] business here when death came. About fifteen
years ago, he marriedMiss AllieTobin, of Cumberland county, who survives him. Mr. Smi& was
a man true to his friends, and had but little of the prejudice and bitterness common to man in his
composition. He was a most devoted husband, and around his home his whole heart clung. He
was a gentle, amiable man, with no enemies and a host of fiiends all over this section. He was a
familiar figure in Glasgow, where, practically his whole life of fifty-two years was spent, and
where he was known to every man, woman and child. The remains were interred in the Odd
Fellows Cemetery here, after appropriate fimeral services in St. Helen's church, Monday morning
last at 9:30 o'clock. A large funeral concourse followed all that was mortal of the deceased to the
grave. The tenderest sympathy of the whole community goes out to the stricken wife in her
bereavement and sorrow." Glasgow Mimicipal Cemetery - George R. Smith 1845-1896 (Glasgow
(KY) Weekly Times, 9 Sept 18%.
^Miss Albenia Alcock.
"Miss Albenia Alcock died in the Beech Grove section last Thursday, at the age of 85
years. She was a native of the section in which she lived and died. She leaves one sister, Mrs. B.
K. Furlong of this place, the only remaining member of her generation. During the Civil War
Miss Alcock was married to Mr. Alex Simmons, a soldier who was home on a fiirlough. At the
end of his furlough, he returned to the service, and never returned. His young wife never knew
what became of him, and after a long wait, she assumed her maiden name. She was a member of
the Catholic Church, becoming such while attending a Catholic school near Bardstown, and never
after joined any other church. The burial was in the family burying ground, after ftineral services
conducted by Rev. J. P. Brooks." (Unknown Glasgow KY newspaper, fi"om files of the late Eva
Coe Peden. Was interred in the Alcock Cemetery which was moved when Barren River Dam and
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Lake was built. She is now interred in Reinterment Cemetery #1; Martha Albenia Alcock
18N0V 1840-29 July 1926
"Mrs. Goebel Hurt. "Mrs. Doll Hurt, wife of Mr. Goebel Hurt, died at the residence on
Columbia Ave., yesterday at one o'clock of bums which she suffered last fall when she attempted
to start a fire with coal oil. She was in the hospital for several weeks but recently went home. She
was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Brit[t], of Lucas, who survive her. She is also survived by
her husband and three small children, one brother, Mrs. Lewis Britt of Lucas, two sisters, Mrs. L.
E. Butnim of Lucas and Miss Allie Britt of this place. She was a member of the Baptist Church,
and was a splendid young lady, whose tragic taking is widely moumed. The funeral arrangements
have not been announced. Unknown Glasgow KY newspaper, from files of the late Birdie
Lutzow. Glasgow Municipal Cemetery - "DoU" Clare Alice Hurt 1 Dec 18987 - 20 Jan 1929, on
same stone with Goebel B.
"Mr. W, M. Jones.
"Mr. W. M. Jones died at the Community Hospital, Monday morning, at an early hour, as a resuh of
injuries sustained when he was struck by a truck loaded with rock, at the gate at Pageville on the Jackson
Highway, August 15, Mr. Jones was gatekeeper on the highway, and when a tmck loaded with cmshed
rock approached, Mr. Jones opened the gate, and in some way the gate threw him under the truck, and he
was so seriously injured that he lived barely eleven days. "Mr, Jones was about 65 years of age, and was
bom and reared at Dry Fork; a son of the late Mr, and Mrs. Dick Jones, He is survived by his wife, who
was a Miss Richey, and four children: Messrs. Flemmon Jones of Cedar Grove, William Jones of Gary,
Ind,, Mrs, William Ellis and Miss Lillian Jones of Glasgow. His surviving brothers and sisters are Mr. Joe
Bus Jones of Ft. Run, Mass Jones of Warren county. Rev. J. J. Jones of Florida, Mrs. Jim Shaw of Hart
county Mr. Jones has been living in Glasgow for quite a number of years, where he was elected constable
and has served as deputy sheriff and often as policeman. He was a carpenter by trade. "Mr Jones was a
member of the Baptist Church and was highly regarded by his acquaintances. "Funeral services were
conducted at the residence Tuesday afternoon by Rev. J. G. Taylor of Hart county, followed by burial in the
Glasgow Cemetery." Unknown Glasgow KY newspaper, fi-om files of the late Birdie Lutzow. Glasgow
Municipal Cemetery - W. M. Jones 22 Apr 1865 - 25 Aug 1930.
MEMBERS OF THE "ORPHAN BRIGADE"
Compiled by the late James Simmons on the event of the Highway Marker Program held at Cave
City in the past. The only names shown are those of Barren County, although some might have
been from adjacent counties.
4*^* Kentucky Regiment, Company "A**: Clinton Bybee, Thomas J. Burke, George T. Bybee,
John W. Bates, Richard Cooper, William Carter, James A. Carter, James Chambers, William J.
Calahan, William L. Dougherty, A. Y. Davidson, James Davidson, H. E. Elliott, James R. Fisher,
William J. Fisher, Thomas Fisher, William W. Forbis, William H. Gillock, James M. Gillock,
William Gilleland, Wilham F. Harlow, Virgil S. Hall, Henry C. Hall, H. J. HufT&nan, Reuben
Huflfman, James Humphrey, Joshua Higdon, Logan Hughes, John P. Harris, George T. Johnston,
Frank Jones, A. J. Kennedy, Van Buren Kennedy, William Kinchloe, John Kinchloe, John
Lawrence, Taylor McCoy, R. M. Matthews, Samuel B. McCullough, Jonas Matthews, Jonas
Meadows, Samuel Mansfield, James F. Myers, Alfred Marr, William J. Nabors, James F.
Nuckols, F. W. Owen, Alonzo Owen, J. C. Pace, C. C. Parker, John Porter, C. F. Quick, William
L. Rogers, George Walter Rogers.
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Samuel T. Spencer, E. J. Sanders, Bayard T. Smith, Nat Smith, Heniy StefFie, C. C. Tinsley, Ed
Watt, Robert A. Williams, James N. Wilkinson, Miles Wilkinson, George Waugh, Jno. W. S.
Young, Joseph P. Nuckols, John Bird Rogers, J. C. Bethel, Nat D. Clayton, Hezekiah F. Nuckols,
John W. Smith, R. P. Landnim, George Bybee, William L. Wilkinson, William M. Neal, Ephriam
R. Smith, Richard Locke, Thomas W. Davie, H. P. Hodge, B. S. Reynolds, William R.
McQuown, Thomas Musgrove, John S. Barlow, Charles Beale, Leonard W. Boren, John C.
Conner, George H. Clayton, Gendier Clements, Alfred Denton, William Fox, Charles C.
Francioli, Henry C. Franks, James W. Gillock, James H. Hall, John P. Hill, Hardy P. Hodge,
Alexander Goldsmith King, Robert Lay, John Maddox, J. Valera Nuckols, George W. Pendleton,
William Henry Perry, William Rice McQuown, J. M. Pursley, George T. Shaw, Willis G.
Thompson, John L. Ventrees, William A. Gillock.
6^ Kentucky Regiment Companies "E** and **F"; Theodore Alcock, Samuel Anderson,
William H. Anderson, Daniel M. Atkinson, Charles R. Bagby, William W. Bagby, James B.
Benedict, Samuel M. Borders, Robert E. Bosley, Mike Bowman, Lot Bradshaw, Woodford
Bradshaw, John W. Burgess, Joseph W. Buder, John J. Button, James L. Carver, John Carver,
Josiah Chambers, Silas G. Chambers, Ambrose Scott Clayton, Moses N. Crain, James Fielding
Davidson, Fielding W. Davidson, Tucker W. Dockery, John Drane, Frank M. Driscoll, Jesse W.
Durham, Sandy T. Edwards, John H. Elmore, Judd Emerson, William W. Franklin, C. T.
Galloway, John Gavin, Wilham S. Gill, Hez Gillock, James Gillock, Isaac J. Greer, Maston Ross
Greer, John Gregory, Thomas J. Grinstea4 J. W. Haines, John Hamill, John Handcock, Clabe D.
Handy, A. Jeff Henderson, A. W. Hester, Joseph M. Hester, James B. Holman, Grand Marshall
Hudson, John G. Hudson, John Vincent Elmore, Seth B. Elmore, H. E. Ferguson, Thomas M.
Fiels.
Mark H. Jewell, Charles M. Johnson, George F. Johnson, Richard M. Johnson, Jerry S.
Jordan, Tom Kelley, John J. Kelly, Asa Lewis, Jack Lewis, C. M. McCandless, James Nat
McKendree, Ben Marr, Nathaniel Martin, William Martin, M. S. Matthews, Littleberry Mitchell,
B. C. Morris, Cy Mosby, Pryor Murphy, Jeremiah G. Neighbors, Thomas L. Newberry, James H.
Odle, D. S. Oliver, George W. Oliver, James Osbome, Frazier Page, George R. Page, Thomas G.
Page, C. W. Palmore, Carter Richard Palmore, W. G. Parker, John Parris, S. J. J. Parris, Andrew
J. Parrish, James W. Payne, Thomas W. Payne, Thomas J. Peers, John H. Philpott, David Wesley
Price, Elisha W. Purrington, Gilfred W. Read, William Henry Read, Joseph Ralston Renfro, John
Lewis Rogers, Alfred Settle, C. C. Settle, William H. Sink, E. M. Smith, James Thompson Smith,
T. W. Spillman, William M. Steenbergen, F. J. Smith, William A. Settle, Franklin A. Settle.
John S. Taylor, John F. Terry, William A. Terry, Ed Porter Thompson, Elliott W.
Thompson, Nathan B. Thompson, John G. Tisdale, James P. Tolle, John S. Tolle, A. W. Tracy,
Henderson G. Tracy, Thomas M. Trammell, Joseph F. Wheeler, James T. Wilson, Thomas
Wilson, William W. Wilson, Joseph T. Winlock, M. D. LaFayette Winn, William L. Witt, John
W. Wood, William O. Wood, John H. Yancey, George W. Young.
6"' Kentucky Regiment. Companies "C** and "D*^: John B. Adams, William H. Arnold,
Chesterfield Bain, William J. Bennett, Edward S. Bishop, Thomas J. Bowles, James Matt
Bowling, James J. Brooks, Jesse Johnson Brooks, Joseph H. Brown, Fountain C. Carter, Robert
S. Cofield, Arthur B. Collins, Henry Scott Collins, O. N. Connelly, James O. Cooper, Jesse H.
Cooper, William H. Cox, William N. Crumpton, William Frank Dickey, William Dickinson,
Thomas Louis Dodd, Otha Estes, David M. C. Edwards, Thomas R. Foster, Henry B. Garvin,
George F. Gibson, James T. Gibson, Felix G. Robert Gillock, William Henry Gillock, David A.
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Hamilton, Robert Henry Hamilton, Theophilus W. Hatcher, Thomas H. Hatcher, William A.
Hatcher, William P. Hatcher, William H. Hayden, Thomas C. Helm, Levi Vance Hendrickson,
Isaac A. Higdon, James A. Hindman, Robert J. Hindman, Joshua Huckaby, Benjamin Franklin
Jackson, M. Jeter, David M. Jones, Enock S. Jones, Willis B. Kidd, William W. Kiger, Elijah
Kinslow, Aaron T. Kinslow, Pascal J. Kirtley, Jr., Levi Landcaster, James Henry Layman, E. T.
Lee, James Beverly Lewis, Simeon H. Lewis, J. V. Lively, John S. Locke, Robert G. Long,
William J. Lyon, George W. Martin, Isaac H. Martin.
Samuel Shelton Martin, William S. Martin, Zackary T. Mayfield, Isaac McCullough,
Dudley Ellis Mkendree, J. M. Medley, William J. Morrison, John Nairy, Duff Willis Neal, John
T. Neville, Edmund Norville, James O. Norville, G. D. Nuckols, William H. Nuckols, Erastus
Logan Owen, James Jeff Owen, John M. Owen, R. Archilles Owen, William Henry Owen, D.
Foster Pace, Hugh Parker, W. W. Parker, James H. P^e, George R. Peden, John Clifton Peden,
thomas Pollard, George W. Paynter, PreslyT. Poynter, J. B. Pulliam, James B. Ray, Joseph Ray,
Robert Nelson Sanders, James S. Scott, William H. Scott, K. C. Self, William J. Self, Edward
Sidner, Henry T. Simms, Isaac Smith, Isaac Wesley Smith, James A. Smith, Noah Smith,
William B. Smith, William Fletcher Smith, Benjamin M. Steffey, Henderson J. Street, Josephus
S. Street, W. E. Sturgis, H. K. Taylor, James B. Tompsin, Robert Tinnell, J. L. Tulle, T. B. Turk,
Jesse Wheelock, R. Anderson Wilkinson, James R. Wilson, Joseph H. Wilson, James B. Winn,
Smith E. Winn, Edward M. Woodson, Asa Ellis Young, R. R. Parker
Trustees of Glasgow to Thomas Winn
"This indenture made and entered into between
Trustees of the Town of Glasgow in the county of Barren & State of Kentucky of the one
part and Thomas Winn of the said County of Banen & State of Kentucky of the other part
Witnesseth that the said Trustees for an in Consideration of the sum of $ [blank] current money in
hand paid the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged hath bargained and sold and by these
presents doth bargain and sell unto the said Thomas Winn one Certain Lott of ground situate in
the said Town of Glasgow and distinguished and known in the Plat of the Northern addition to
saidTown by its No. 365, situate on the Westwardly side of Green Street extended and bounded
on the southwardly side by Lot No. 365. The said Thomas Winn and his Heirs and assigns To
have and to hold the said Lott of ground to be his & their own proper use & behoof forever, and
the said Trustees for themselves and their Successsors doA by these presents Covenant and agree
to and with the said Thomas Winn that they will Warrant & Defend the aforesaid Lott No. 365
unto the foresaid Thomas Winn his Heirs and assigns forever against the claim of them the said
Trustees and their Successors and all other persons obtaining by through or under them.
In Witness whereof the said Trustees hath hereunto set their hands and seals this day
of 1821. [No signatures.]
QUERY
BLACKFORD, HARRIS, MOORE, PHILPOT, RICHARDSON, RILEY,
WESTERFIELD: Information is needed on the following deceased Pentecostal ministers in
Central Kentucky: Opal Blackford, Sherman Harris, Thomas F. Moore, Philpot, Jack Richardson,
James Riley and Luther Westerffield. This is for Volume 4 of Kentucky's Pentecostal Heritage.
Lloyd Dean, 6770 U. S. 60 East, Morehead, KY 40351.
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Death Removes Valuable Citizen
Unknown Glasgow Kentucky newspaper.
"The entire citizenship of Glasgow was grief stricken Monday morning when it became known that
one of the distinguished citizens, and a friend to all, Dr. Charies Wesley Froedge, had succumed at his
home Sunday night at)0ut 11 o'clock to a heart attack; and a reverent evidence of the high esteem in whk:h
he was hekl by the citizenship of Glasgow and Barren County was apparent Tuesday afternoon when
funeral servces were conducted at the Beech Grove BaptistChurch, at Eighty Eight, his old home, which
was attended bya tremendousconcourse offriends and relatives.
"His devoted help-mate was unaware of any change in his condition until a few moments before
the endcame. They had entertained members ofthe family, and other friends, Sunday, and in thecourseof
the evening the Doctor had made a call. Retiring about the usual time he was notkied to have diffculty in
breathing and with Mrs. FnDedge wentto the porch for a change of air. Noticing that something was radically
wrong, Mrs. Froedge suggested that they return to the room, assisted him to a chair, where he succumed
before medical attention could reach him.
"Dr. Froedge was almost seventy-three yearsof age and had been an active practtoneer foralmost
half a century. He was one of the most widely known practioneers in this section of the state. An active,
never-failing practice In the radius of Eighty Eight and Summer Shade bore heavily on his health, and some
yearsago he attempted to retire from active practice and moved to town expecting to conserve his strength,
butcontinual demandsfor his services gave him little rest. Hecould not refuse the call of one in need, and
that axiom was recounted to one of his sons Sunday aftemoonjust a few hours before his demise when he
reminded his son that notwithstanding the fact that he was getting old, that he had to die, he was still
imbued with the same ambition he possessed at 15 and that was a "desire to help someone in need." How
well the Doctor lived upto thataxiom is but common knowledge toa legion ofbeneficiaries andfriends.
"Dr. Froedge was a native ofMetcalfe county buthad spent mostof his Iffe in thiscounty. Hewas a
product of the OkJ Southern Nonnal school here. After finishing from the Normal school he taught in the
mral schools of the county for six years ands quit teaching after he decided on a medical profession. He
entered the University of Louisville from whk;h school he received his diploma. His first worit was in the
Eighty Eight section. The crying need for a physician through that section soon extended his practice many
miles in each direction. Dr. Froedge possibly had an ambition for a city practfce, as most all do, but his
devotion to the people he served prevented this.
"No finer or more upright gentleman ever lived in this county, a more conscientious manthe county
did notpossess. Hewas a Christian gentleman whoseword was a good as bond. Aiding others was one of
his main objects in life. Hewas a member of the Beech Grove Baptist Church and lived up to the teachings
of that body. He was also a member of the Modem Woodmen of America and lived up to the teachings of
that order. In charity he was benevolent and thoughtful and not onlydonated to all needy and worthy cases
but insisted that others follow his example.
"We will add that during his practice he answered all calls where it was humanly possible. Itwas
nevertoo hot, too cold, too dark or stonnyfor him to respond when called. If he had an enemy in the worid
no one knewit. His life was spent making, and sen/ingfriends.
"He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Sallie Travis Froedge, five sons, Flava and Everett Froedge,
Eighty Eight, Orbin Froedge, Detroit Mich.. Oriin Froedge, Indianapolis, !nd., and Huey Froedge, Glasgow,
one daughter, Mrs Evalyn Painter, four brothers, Arthur Froedge, Breeding, Ky., John Willie and Lotus
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Froedge, Glasgow, andtwo sisters, Mrs. Dora Mosby, Subtle, and Mrs. Sudie Gannon, Breeding. He is also
survived bytwo foster sons, Arthur Compton, Summer Shade and Ray Martin, Glasgow.
"Funeral services were held at the Beech Grove Baptist church, Tuesday afternoon at one o'clock,
byRev. J. H. Swan and Rev. F. H. Woodward, Burial was in the Refuge Cemetery,
"Pallbearers were Dr, Clifton Richards, Dr, E. L. Palmore, Dr. J, W. Acton, Dr. Paul S. York, Dr. C.
C. Howard. Dr. A. T. Botts, Dr. C. G. Follis and Dr. Oren Beaty."
RefugeCemetery




Contributions are always welcome of a genealogical or historical nature for publishing in
"Traces" for 2004! Bible records, marriages, deeds, oral history, family sheets ... we'd like to
include them with full credit. You may send either to the South Central Kentucky Historical
Society, P O Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157 or to the editor, Sandi Gorin, at 205 Clements
Avenue, Glasgow, KY 42141-3409.
REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION!
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JEAN NUNLEY DENNISON
OUR EAKER/JACKSON FAMILY
(6 1 5) 297-0474
is back from the publisher, and available for immediate delivery!
After the introductory pages and family tree, the book is comprised of five main chapters:
EAKER FAMILY. From Lorena Shell Eaker's vast volumes on this family, we have selected the persons
directly in our line, and diose who married into our line. Tliose individuals are followed, with
tlieir connections to other branches of our family.
JACKSON FAMILY. From early eighteenth century North Carolina, our Jackson family is traced as they
moved westward, through Teimessee to Missouri.
FRANCIS FAMILY. Coincidentally, our Francis ancestors were in the same southside Virginia counties
at tlie same lime as our Numially/Nunley family. From there, migration is followed into
Tennessee, and on to Missouri and ArkaiLsas.
REA FAMILY. From early nineteenth century Kentucky, our Rea ancestors moved to Missouri, where
comiection was made with our Eakers and Jacksons.
WILLS & DOCUMENTS. A selection of wills and interesting papers reflecting lives of our family is
included in this chapter.
The 197-page book is full-name indexed with over three thousand names. The hard-bound cover of red buckram
is gold-stamped.
Production of this book has been a labor of love, and we hope it will prove of interest to our many "cousins" and
"kissin' cousins" who share our wonderful heritage.
To defray a portion of the costof printing andbinding, weare asking $28.00 for the book, widi an additional $4.00
each if they are to be mailed.






Please send me copies of Our Eaker/Jackson Family, at $28.00, plus $4.00 postage, for each book.
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BOOKS FOR SALE BY THE SOCIETY
Barren County Cemeteries; Ken Beard and Brice T. Leech, editors. Hardbound. $25.00
plus $3.50 shipping and handling.
Barren County Heritage. Goode and Gardner, editors, hardbound. $28.00
Barrens: The Family genealogy of the White, Jones, Maxey, Rennick, Pope and Klrkpatrick
families, related lines. Emery H. White, $11.50.
Biography of Elder Jacob Locke. James P. Brooks, $2.60.
Goodhope Baptist Church (now Metalfe Co). Peden, 1838-1872, $6.00.
Historic Trip Through Barren Co KY. C. Clayton Simmons, hardbound. $17.50
Little Barren (TrammeFs Creek) Baptist Church, Metcalfe Co. KY, Peden, $6.00.
Little Barren River United Baptist Church (Metcalfe Co), 1815-1849, Peden. $6.00
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church History, Committee. $11.65.
Order Books of Barren Co:
Volume 1,1799-1802 (with Gladys Wilson). $9.00
Volume 2,1803-1805 (with Gladys WUson). $9.00
Pleasant Run Church, McFarland's Creek, 1827-1844, Peden. $6.00
Stories of the Early Days, Cyrus Edwards, hardbound, $17.00 + $2.00 postage.
Then and Now, Dr. R. H. Grinstead. $2.60.
Times of Long Ago, Franklin Gorin, hardbound. $12.00 plus $2.00 postage.
1879 Beers and Lanagan Map of Barren Co. 24x30 laminated cardstock, black and white.
Landowners shown, community insets. $6.50 plus $2.15 for I** class shipping or $1.45 for 3'̂ *'
class shipping.
I would like to order the following books:
TITLE COST
Total Cost
Extra S&H if applicable
TOTAL









Enclosed b my check/money order in the amount of $ for membership in the
Society. Dues received before January 31** of eachyear will insure that your name is on the
mailing listof "Traces" for the first issue of the year. If received after that date, you will be




Life, under age 70
Life, over age 70
S12.00
$15.00 (one copy of "Traces")
$150.00
$100.00
Thank you for your ctmtinued support!
Mail this application to:
South Central Kentucl^ Historical and Genealogical Society
Post Office Box 157
GUsgow, KY 42142-0157
GENERAL INFORMATION
MEMBERSHIP Is open to anyone interested in the history of the South Central
Kentucky area, centering around Barren County. Annual dues are $12.00.
TRACES, the Society's quarterly publication is received by all members. It is
published seasonally; Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining during
the year will receive the past issues of that year in a separate mailing.
CONTRIBUTIONS are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible,
will and probate, cemetery, court and other records are all acceptable. You will be
listed as the contributor.
QUERIES are accepted only from members, without limit, and wiil be published as
space permits. Queries should be limited to about 50 words.
EXCHANGE of Traces with other Societies or publications is acceptable and
welcome.
Tr3C6S iiiust uc Sci'ii wtii'i InfoiiVtotiori dS to cost,
including postage, from whom the book may be obtained. They become the
property of the Society library. Books should have Kentucky interest. Reviews will
be published as space permits.
MEETINGS are held monthly, except December, at the South Central Kentucky
Cultural Center (Museum of the Barrens), 200 Water Street, Glasgow, KY, on the
fourth Thursday, 7:00 p.m. Interesting and Informative programs are planned for
each meeting and your supportive attendance is always welcome.
BACK ISSUES of Traces are available. Our supplies of the following are gone: Vol.
1, Nos. 1-4(1973): Nos. 1-4 (1974); Vol. 4. (1976); Vol. 5, No. 1 (1977), Vol. 3, Nos. 1
and 4 (1981); Vol. 10, Nos. 1 and 2 (1982), Vol. 12, No. 2 (1984). All others can be
purchased as long as the supply lasts at $4.00. Back issues will be mailed with
our regular quarteriy mailing.
CORRESPONDENCE of any type that requires a reply must contain a self-
addressed, stamped envelope. Address to: South Central Kentucky Historical and
Genealogical Society, P. O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
BOOKS AND MATERIALS of a genealogical nature that you no longer need -
would you consider donating them to the Society? They will be preserved for
other researchers and are deeply appreciated. Contact the editor, Sandi Gorin, 205
Clements Avenue, Glasgow, KY 42141-3049.
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL
& GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY








Mary Ed Chamberlain 2003
224 W. Washington St. Apt. 2
Glasgow, KY. 42141-2416
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